
RESTORE, 
REBUILD, 
AND RISE
DISASTER RECOVERY. 
REMEDIATION.
RESTORATION. 
RECONSTRUCTION.  



WE’RE HERE
TO HELP 
 
We are FIRST ONSITE, a leading property restoration and 
reconstruction company serving North America and beyond. 
We’re proud to provide industry leading services for industries 
of every kind: from healthcare and education, to commercial, 
and multi-family.  Our dedicated local operations are backed 
by extensive national resources, so we can be first to arrive 
and first to make a difference for businesses and communities. 
Our speed, scope and scale are unmatched, but it’s our people 
that make the real difference. With a commitment to excellence, 
service, and doing the right thing, we’ll get you back to work 
and life. No matter what.   
 

TOGETHER, WE HELP YOU
RESTORE, REBUILD, AND RISE. 



THE ONLY PARTNER
YOU’LL EVER NEED 
 
From everyday challenges to unexpected catastrophic events, we 
have the team, equipment, and expertise to power you through 
whatever comes your way.

INDUSTRY LEADER FOR RESTORATION & RECONSTRUCTION      

       Unmatched range of services, coverage, resources and experience 

24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICE       

       Direct, local response 

       Regional, dedicated expertise and service 

       North American support and resource access  

DEDICATED INDUSTRY & SERVICE-LINE EXPERTISE         

       Specialized experts that understand your unique
       situation and needs

       Focused on minimizing business interruption

UNPARALLELED SERVICE

       Culture of excellence and doing the right thing 

       Local, personalized service from start to finish 

       Daily field reporting to keep you informed 

COMMITTED TO SAFETY 

       Health and safety training and compliance  

       Site specific training and daily safety meetings 

       Leadership-level commitment to safety 



ASSISTED LIVING

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

EDUCATION

FINANCIAL SERVICES

GOVERNMENT

HEALTHCARE

INDUSTRY
EXPERTISE 



HOSPITALITY

INDUSTRIAL & MANUFACTURING

INSURANCE PROVIDERS

MULTI-UNIT RESIDENTIAL

SINGLE-FAMILY HOMES

TRANSPORTATION



OUR
SERVICES

ASBESTOS ABATEMENT 
As a certified leader in asbestos abatement and restoration, we ensure the highest 

levels of safety during asbestos removal, with all efforts following regulatory and 

industry standards.

     Coordination of material testing and work protocol 

     Asbestos removal, disposal and encapsulation 

     Waste containment 

     Air monitoring and final sampling  

CATASTROPHIC EVENT RESTORATION 
When unexpected disaster strikes, our team is prepared to jump into action with 

immediate, full-scale recovery and restoration services, to get you on the path to 

recovery as quickly as possible. 

     24/7 immediate response service 

     Size and scale to handle disasters and catastrophic events of every kind  

     Daily progress reports until restoration is complete

CLIMATE CONTROL 
Our team provides temporary heating and cooling support so that you can swiftly 

restore operations, comfort and normalcy to your workplaces, homes, and more.  

     Cutting-edge temporary HVAC units that fit your specific needs 

     HVAC system cleaning solutions to promote a safe indoor environment 

     Repair of inefficient or non-operation HVAC systems



CONTENTS AND DOCUMENTS RESTORATION 
Our team efficiently restores and recovers documents, books, magazines, ledgers, 

microfilm, medical files, blueprints and other business and household contents.   

     Classification of items for restoration or replacement 
     On and off-site photo inventory and electronic tracking 

     Pack up and transportation of items for processing and storage

COVID-19 PROTECTION & DECONTAMINATION 
Lean on us to safely decontaminate your facilities and support a COVID-19 safety 
plan through our unique and powerful decontamination process. 

     Disinfectant approved by the EPA for use against the COVID-19 virus  

     Electronic-safe, non-toxic and environmentally friendly 

     
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING 
As your restoration partner we provide proactive emergency response plans so you’re 

ready for any situation. 

     Site specific emergency response plan 
     Contingency planning and protocol development 

     Customized team training sessions 

FIRE & SMOKE DAMAGE RESTORATION 
As fire and smoke damage restoration experts, we’re here to help with everything 
from assessing structural concerns and extracting water to removing soot and 
chemical residue. 

     Removal of charred debris, soot, smoke and odor 
     Emergency board up and clean up 
     Deodorization 
     Roof repairs and tarps 



GENERAL CONTRACTING & RECONSTRUCTION  
Our capabilities include fast-track reconstruction, as well as specialty construction, 
remodeling projects, and more. 

     Demolition 
     Construction consulting services 
     Code compliance and upgrades 
     Structural stabilization and improvements 
     Home interior finishes 
     Historic restoration 
     Remodeling for accessibility   

INFECTION PREVENTION & DECONTAMINATION 
With services ranging from air and surface decontamination, to biohazard 
containment, there’s no microscopic threat we cannot handle.  

     Infection Control Risk Assessment compliance 
     Air scrubbing, particulate control and negative air pressurization 
     Biohazard containment and terminal cleaning 
     Trauma, blood and medical cleanup 
     Hazardous waste incineration 

LARGE & COMPLEX LOSS RECOVERY  
Our proven track record includes decades of experience directing thousands of 
large-scale recovery projects. 

     Robust coast-to-coast coverage and immediate local response 
     Seamless escalation and scalability 
     Dedicated commercial and complex loss experts 
     Resources to handle multiple complex projects at once 
     Priority access to the equipment you need  

MOLD & ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION  
Breathe easier by relying on our mold removal and environmental remediation 
expertise to treat even the hardest-to-reach parts of your properties.  

     Coordination of industrial hygiene protocol and testing 
     Mold remediation in accordance with industry guidelines 
     Structural decontamination and anti-microbial treatments 
     Air filtration and scrubbing, negative air pressurization and containment



SPECIALTY CLEANING  
Our team of certified technicians can provide facilities inspections as well as 
specialty cleaning services. 

     Commercial, industrial, and multi-unit specialty cleaning services 
     Carpet, hardwood, and tile cleanup and restoration 
     Graffiti removal, crime scene clean-up, soft goods contents cleaning
     Debris, dust and particulate, and odor removal

WATER & FLOOD DAMAGE RESTORATION  
From small leaks to severe floods, we mitigate damage and restore water 
affected properties. 

     Water extraction 
     Structural drying and dehumidification 
     Infrared thermal imaging and moisture mapping 
     Roof repairs and tarps 

TEMPORARY POWER   
When disaster strikes, we are here to provide the temporary power equipment you 
need to get back to business. 

     24/7 emergency service and availability 
     Delivery, fueling and set-up of mobile, temporary power equipment

NO
MATTER
WHAT.



YOUR CALL 
FOR HELP
IS OUR CALL 
TO ACTION. 

DISASTER RECOVERY. 
REMEDIATION.
RESTORATION. 
RECONSTRUCTION. 

First to answer. First to arrive. First to make an impact.
FIRST ONSITE is available 24/7, 365 days a year to power you through 
whatever unexpected events come your way. One call is all it takes.

firstonsite.com/licenses

24/7 EMERGENCY RESPONSE: 800.622.6433  
FIRSTONSITE.COM


